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Snailbeach Rescue
Many Club members will have heard
of, and been involved in, the rescue
from Snailbeach on Wednesday 16th
November.

A typical Wednesday night
Snailbeach trip changed dramatically
when one of the party (a visitor from
Devon) suffered an epileptic fit as
she reached the top of the short
ladder on the slope up from the 40
yard level.

Two of the group exited the mine and
raised the alarm, initiating a full
Midlands Cave Rescue Organisation
(MCRO) call-out at 9.20pm. In view of
the location of the incident
assistance was requested from
Gloucester Cave Rescue Group,
seventeen of their members making
the journey up to Shropshire.

Due to the medical condition of the
casualty, it was decided to extract her
via Chapel shaft. It was felt the time it
would take (over 4 hours) to move
the stretcher up the pitches to
Perkins level was too long. Although
to cover all eventualities both the
pitches and Chapel shaft were
prepared for use.

In the end Chapel shaft was opted
for, and the casualty was brought up
the 90m pitch to surface at 3:30am,
Thursday morning.

MCRO would like to thank everyone
who turned out to help on the night.
The smooth and effective rescue is a
testament to all the rescue practices
and training that has taken place over
the years.

Celebrating 50 Years
On the 12th November, over 50 past
and present Club members and
guests gathered at the Wroxeter
Hotel, Wroxeter to celebrate the 50th
Anniversary of the Founding of the
Club.

It was good to see so many ‘old
friends’ at the event and to be able to
catch up on a few stories!

Following the after dinner talks from
Ivor Brown, Steve Miller (Chief Exec.
of the IGMT) and Neal Rushton, the
annual awards were made.

Andy Kennelly received the “Golden
Nut” for his efforts on the 40 yard
level in building the scaffold
platform. Tony Wilson, once again
received the “Hernia” award -
although not for a hernia this time!

Alan Taylor introduced a new
“Archaeology” award this year.
Made from a fragment of metal found
at Ramsdens Shaft, Bog Mine it was
awarded to David Adams for his
Pitchcroft work.

Above: Dave Adams cuts the cake,
watched by Boo Vernon, Alan & Bob
Taylor, Cara Allison & Rob Vernon.

Below: Past and present Club members at the Wroxeter dinner.

Above: The second birthday cake of
the year.

(Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)
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News Round-Up 1
Ivor Brown

Dark Lane Shafts
During October 2011  the Dark Lane
(Cage Pit) shaft caps were exposed
by excavations for a new Volkswagen
Car dealership. The best view of them
is from the footpath (formerly Dark
Lane itself) and bridge over Stafford
Park 1.

This was the site of Shropshire’s
worst mining disaster in 1862 (See
SCMC  Journal No.8 2003, pp 4-6).

“Memorial Cards”

Miners Memorial Day
This year’s Memorial Day for miners
killed on “active service” took place
on 9th October 2011. A special
service was held for Yorkshire in St.
Giles Church, Pontefract. (At least
one war memorial now contains the
name of a “coal-miner” killed in
action during World War II . It is at
Sutton near Keighly).

does anyone know of others?

(There is another card, from the Snailbeach area, in
“West Shropshire Mining Fields”, I.J.Brown, 2001 p20).

A correspondent is collecting Mining Disaster “Memorial
Cards” used to inform persons of an incident - and often
also to raise money for dependants.

He has three Shropshire Cards (two are shown below),

Below: Advertisement in the
Wakefield Express, 7th Oct. 2011

World Heritage Site Expo
The World Heritage Site exhibition at
the old Craven Dunhill tile works,
Jackfield (IGMT site) contains some
excellent old mining photos of the
Coalbrokdale Coalfield - well worth a
visit.

“Made in Madeley”
A new booklet “Made in Madeley”
contains the stories of several local
mining characters, including
‘Stumpy’ Brown and the families of
Legges and Dyas. The booklet A5
size, 24 pages is available free from
Jubilee House, Madeley. A sister
publication “Three Madeley Houses”
describes the homes of some of
Madeley’s mine and mineral owners.

Above: The exposed shaft caps, as seen from the path over the modern
footbridge - formerly Dark Lane. (Richard Hewer)

Below: Detail of one of the shaft caps.
Right: View East from the footpath showing the shafts in relation to Stafford
Park 1 - Fire Station radio mast in background.  (Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)
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Trip Report - Snailbeach 112 Yard Level
2nd October 2011

During the NAMHO 2011 Conference
2 delegates on a trip to the 90 yard
level found a way down to the 112
yard level  beyond the large roof fall
that has blocked previous
explorations. This route was only
possible because of the “low” water
levels.

On the 2nd October, 5 Club members
(Andy Harris, Neal Rushton, Stuart
Tyrer, Andy Kennelly and Kelvin
Lake) ventured down the rather
unstable slope from the 90 yard level
to the 112 yard level. There was some
doubt about this slope - chunks were
dropping off while we looked at it!
Eventually a lifeline was rigged over
the lip of this unstable area and we
descended to the 112 yard level,
trying not too look to hard at the
large boulders poised about our
heads!

To actually drop onto the 112 yard
level, we had to squeeze under a
suspended ‘flake’ (with remnants of a
baryte vein visible in the lower edge)
and into the flooded level. The depth
of water was a little surprising, more
than chest deep, with our heads
wedged against the roof!

Right: Andy
Harris and Neal
Rushton looking
at the ‘flake’ just
before the drop
into the 112 yard
level.

(Kelvin Lake -
I.A.Recordings)

Right: Kelvin
Lake trying to
keep his camera
gear dry on the
112.

(Andy Kennelly)

Right & Below: Fragments of ‘Plan
No.17’ drawn and surveyed by
Captain Oldfield, Nov. 1909. traced
by P.Blight, March 1921.

On the diagrams No.1 is the point
where we descended from the 90
yard level and No.2 the limit of
exploration. The un-numbered arrow
(right) shows where the level we
were on reached the drainage level
and tunnel to Engine Shaft.

On the plan below, No.3 is the ‘Dog-leg’ shaft between the 40 and 90 yard
levels and No.4 is our route down from Perkins Level to the 40 yard level.
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Wading along the level we were
effectively moving out-bye, following
the level towards the drainage tunnel
that emerges at Waterwheel in the
Hope Valley. A rough compass and
tape survey was carried out as we
progressed. Stuart Tyrer and Andy
Kennelly taking pictures and video
as we went. Due to the depth of
water Kelvin wasn’t able to unpack
his camera gear until a roof fall which
acted as an island was reached.

This ‘island’ had been created by the
collapse of large timbers which had
originally had stacked deads on top
of them. Some timbers (and deads)
were still in place, with a small stope
above.

From the sanctuary of this island we
made steady progress along the
level, surveying as we went. A
crosscut, flooded winze, and small
overhand stopes being noted.

Eventually a T-junction was reached.
The right-hand branch lead past,
what appeared to be a collapsed gate,
to a chamber where 2 shafts seemed
to pass through - although they were
both filled. As we approached this
area progress was very difficult as
the level seemed to have a
considerable amount of silt in it.

Looking at the walls the normal water
level could be seen above our heads
and the walls were covered in a fine
grey silt. Due to the silt on the walls
and the depth of silt in the chamber
around the shafts, we deduced that
the silt was grout that had been
pumped down the shafts and run out
into the level and water

It’s believed that the shafts passing
through the chamber were those at
Old or George’s Shaft - could there
be a third shaft at George’s shaft,
possibly by the old pumping engine
house beside the blacksmith shop?

Before we left this area Andy Harris
fitted two tags to the wall marking
our exploration (see pictures).

Moving back to the T-junction, the
way on appeared to be flooded,
although a tantalising arch could be
seen just above the water. Kelvin
decided to wade along to the arch,
however as he moved forward there
didn’t seem to be a solid floor. Rails
could be felt under the water and silt
and it was necessary to shimmy
along these. However after a few feet
these started to ‘bounce’!

At this point it was realised that the
level was effectively the top of a
stope. The foot-wall continued on
the hade of the vein under the rails
and it was necessary to wedge a foot
against this wall, while using a hand
to brace against the opposite one.
For safety Andy Harris lifelined
Kelvin until he reached the arch - the
tape measure was also tied to him, so
if he sank into the stope we’d have
some idea of the depth.

At the arch, it was just possible by
resting your chin on the water
surface to look along the level, which
continued in a straight line for some
distance. Bubbles of gas could be
seen breaking the water surface,
probably disturbed while moving
through the water (not due to nerves
on Kelvin’s part!).

Trip Report - Snailbeach 112 Yard Level
2nd October 2011, continued ...

The group then made it’s way back
to surface, finally completing a 9 hour
trip.

Above & Below: Andy Harris and
Andy Kennelly surveying by the
‘island’. (Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Below: Stuart Tyrer (left) and Andy Harris (right) surveying near the ‘island’.  (Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)
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Trip Report - Snailbeach 112 Yard Level
2nd October 2011, continued ...

Above: Kelvin stuck in silt near the
gate. (Andy Kennelly)

Above: Andy Harris fitting his tags (right) to the wall above the gate.
(Andy Kennelly)

Left: The remains of
the gate near the
shaft chamber.

 (Andy Kennelly)

Right: Neal Rushton
passing the gate
heading for the shaft
chamber.

 (Andy Kennelly)

Above: View along the level towards the gate - note the
‘grout’ staining high up on the wall.       (Stuart Tyrer)

Below: Fill and timbers that have run into the
chamber from one of the shafts.     (Stuart Tyrer)

Below: View from the T-junction, looking outbye to the small
arch (middle picture) along the 112 yd level. The route to the
shaft chamber is on the right.      (Stuart Tyrer)

Above: View into the shaft chamber - one shaft is off
to the left and one to the right.                 (Stuart Tyrer)
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Renovation work on the building next
to the former Miners dry is now
complete, although conservation
work and the re-erection of Black
Tom headframe is still in progress.

The “Explosives” cupboard from Gritt
Chapel has been fitted to the wall in
the new “mess room” and looks
good.

Snailbeach Building Works
Ivor Brown

Figure 1 Figure 2

 (Ivor Brown)

A recent study of this building seems
to show that in 1872 a much narrower
and longer, possibly timber framed
building was positioned here (figure
1), to be replaced in the mid 1870s by
a stone building rather shorter and
wider than the original (figure 2).

Above: The Gritt Chapel cupboard in
the new “mess room”.

(Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

The old winding rope referred to in the last issue of Below,
that once sat on the floor in this building before
renovation, is shown below (taken May 1994).
It’s present location is still sought.

The photograph below (taken
September 2011) shows the building
from the direction of the arrow in
Figure 2.

A photograph taken c1900 confirms
the position shown in Figure 2.

Above: The renovated building as seen from near the compressor house in
September 2011.                 (Ivor Brown)

Above: Edwin Thorpe giving the ‘opening address’ of
the completed building, 28th May 2011.

(Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Buildings around Old Shaft, Snailbeach
Based on Longleat PLan No.75 (1872)
No Scale known

Buildings around Old Shaft, Snailbeach
Based on Snailbeach Railway Plan Main Line
and Branches.                Scale 40ft. = 1in. (1875)
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Maddox Coppice Mine
26th October 2011

Reports of low water levels led a
small group of members (Andy
Kennelly, Andy Wood, Richard Silk,
Peter Eggleston, and Evan Kinsey) to
make a Wednesday evening trip into
Maddox Coppice mine.

It has been some years since the
mine was explored by the Club and it
was thought that it was about time
another visit was made.

Nothing much appears to have
changed, there is a crawl around fill
from a shaft to surface near the

entrance, after that water levels get a
little deeper (approximately 1m).

The mine is thought have been a trial
driven by the Snailbeach Company,
but it is fairly extensive for a trial with
several hundred metres of
passageway forming a cross (see
plan 1).

There are 2 flooded winzes, which
may connect to workings associated
with an adit further down the hillside
that is used as a water supply - this
lower adit is reputed to be blocked by

a fall about 45m in-bye and is used as
a farm water supply. However, if
these winzes did connect to the lower
workings this would imply that there
is a substantial head of water behind
the lower adit roof fall!

On this trip it was possible to
‘complete’ the survey drawn up by
Alan Robinson in September 1999 by
swimming across the deep pool in
one of the southern levels to reach a
winze and blind end - and 1994 Club
graffiti.

Left: Remains of a
rubber ring raft in the
entrance passage.

Right: Evan Kinsey
crawling over the run-
in shaft near the
entrance.

All pictures:
Andy Kennelly

Below: Water ripples in a blind side chamber.
Below: Stemples in roof - still suppporting some large
rocks! (for location see Plan 1).

Left: Richard Silk
negotiating a wall of
deads across the
passageway.

Right: Timber
planking beside the
winze in the Eastern
cross-cut.
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Left: Evan swimming across the
deep pool in the South-western
branch.

Artefacts across the deep pool:
Above: Shovel stuck in the mud.

Left: Iron barrel hoop on a peg above
the shovel.

Right: Graffiti left by Club
members Andy Yapp and
Liz Armfield in 1994.

Maddox Coppice Mine
26th October 2011, continued ...

Plan 1

Above: View along one of the
Western branches.
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Some Notes on the Mines of the Lilleshall Company, No.8
Pits in the Priorslee Field (Colliery), Ivor Brown

Stafford No.1 and No.2 Pits
(Nos. 1 & 2 shafts and Nos. 3
& 4 shafts)

SJ 715 092 (approx.)
Worked coal and ironstone.
Sunk 1862-66.
Most detailed description known of a
sinking in the Coalfield available, see
Appendix.

The two pits were combined about
1914, ceased raising coal in 1928, but
pumping continued until about 1939.

Ventilation
In 1891 the pits were ventilated by
furnace, later a single 28ft. diameter,
70 rev per min. Guibal Fan was
installed.

Shafts
In 1891 Nos. 1 and 2 shafts were 8ft.
diameter, 709 ft. deep with airways
4,422 yards long. Nos.3 and 4 shafts
were 8ft. diameter, 745 ft. deep with
airways 5,026 yards long.

No.1 Pit was working the Flint and
Double Coal seams and No.2 Pit was
working the Clod and New Mine Coal
seams. The full shaft strata section is
given in Doody’s engraving of the

Stafford pit c1870 and in the Mining
Journal, May 29 1869.

The principal coal seams were
Double Coal 6ft. 2in thick at 615ft.
depth, Flint Coal 4ft. 2in. thick at 651
ft. depth and Clod Coal 3ft. thick at
about 742 ft. depth.

Winding
In 1870 there were 2 engines, one
with a cage, the other with skips,
three-link winding chain was in use
(see illustration).

These two beam-type engines were
made by the Company (probably at
their St. Georges Iron works), one
was later decommissioned and
replaced by a horizontal engine.

One beam engine with a 36” diameter
cylinder, 6ft. stroke, 18ft. diameter
flywheel and 15ft. diameter winding
drum survived and was
photographed in 1937 by G.Watkins
(see “Steam Engines in History
Vol.2”, Moorland Publishing 1979).
Atkinson said that in the 1940s there
were 2 winding engines:

At No.1 Pit a vertical cylinder was
connected to a beam, the other end

had a crank driving the rope drum
through a countershaft with spur
gearing.

At No.2 Pit was a horizontal cylinder
engine with a crank on the rope drum.

Pumping
In 1870 water was being raised by a
direct acting Bull-type pumping
engine, placed over a shaft (see 1870
engraving). The engine was built by
the Company. It had a 45” diameter
cylinder and 75 ft. stroke (Gale and
Nicholls, 1979). Atkinson said in the
1940s the engine had a vertical
cylinder connected to pump rods and
assisted by a large beam to help the
engine. There was also a Bull engine
with a balance box made of a large
weight in an iron tank. G.Watkins
photographed the engine in 1938.
(See “Stationary Steam Engines in
Wales, Shropshire etc.” by
G.Watkins - this book gives more
information on this unusual engine).

Don Fletcher told the writer that
when he was stoking at the pit in the
1930s/40s there were 6 boilers at No.1
Pit and 4 at No.2, some were made by
John Thompsons of Wolverhampton.
The boilers were supported with
water by ‘donkey’ pumps.

Engraving of Stafford Pits from “Vertical Section of the newly discovered mines at Stafford Pits in the Lilleshall
Company’s Colliery near Shifnal, Shropshire” by T.Doody, Surveyor, Newport Shropshire c1870.
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Some Notes on the Mines of the Lilleshall Company, No.8
Pits in the Priorslee Field (Colliery), continued ...

There was also a steam powered
engine on the surface with ropes
down the shaft for driving an
underground haulage system. The
pulleys and ropes for this were
exposed and photographed during
land reclamation work in the 1970s.

Similarly the building foundations at
other shafts were exposed at the
same time and several of the shafts
have collapsed at various times since
(the most recent in early 2011).

Employment
The combined mine employed 230 in
1894 (195 underground and 35 on
surface), in 1905, No.1 Pit employed
122 and No.2, 263. In 1910 there was a
combined employment of 396. By
1920 this had dropped to 279 and by
1925 it had fallen to 131.

Coaling ceased in 1926, but pumping
continued, employing approximately
7 persons until about 1939, usually 5
of these persons were listed as being
underground.

The Chartermaster system ceased
here in 1896, two of the last
Chartermasters being Andrew and
Enock Ferriday.

Accidents
Fatal incidents at these pits came
under the general colliery name

(Ordnance Survey 1902)

EXCURSION  TO PRIOR’S LEE.
BY C.S.V.F. CLUB 1896

A very interesting visit was paid by the Club on Thursday, August
27th, to the pits and works of the Lilleshall Company, by the kind
permission of  W.Perrott, Esq., the managing director. The party
first drove to the Stafford Pits, on the main road to Shifnal. “Here
we were met by Mr. Greene, who most kindly took charge and
showed all that there was to be seen. The descent, about 300 yards,
only took a few seconds, and then we found ourselves waiting in
darkness, save for the flickering light of various Davy lamps to get
our sight. As soon as we were accustomed to the gloom we set out
in a long procession, accompanied by Mr. Greene, Mr. A. Bekenn,
and one or two men. After various experiences, more or less
pleasant, we reached “the face,” and saw the men at work,
“holing,” or undermining the coal so that it could the more easily
be got out. Some of the ladies must, of course, try their hands at
colliery work, but it was well for them that the Eight Hours’ Bill
did not pass, for they would hardly have liked eight hours of it !
However, they can say they got a piece of coal for themselves
without the intervention of colliers, railways, and coal merchants.
There was some delay in returning, because the 200 men employed
had just finished their day’s work, and had to be hauled out before
we could come. The secretaries took the opportunity to thank Mr.
Greene and Mr. Bekenn by lamp light, and several questions were
asked about coals and coal mining. After a safe arrival at the
“bank,” we set off to the steelworks, where we were received by
Mr. George Bourne and Mr Mitford, who showed us the whole
process of turning iron into steel by forcing air through it in a
molten state. By this process the carbon and other impurities are
burnt out, so that this steel is really iron in a very pure state. We next
walked on to the Snedshill Forge, where Mr. Lister, the manager,
met us, and we saw rods and plates and wire being “rolled” out
of lumps of iron at white heat.

Plan 1
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“Lilleshall” or “Priorslee” until 1885 in official records, but
after this can be identified. They included one each year,
1885, 1891, 1898, 1900, 1902 and 1903. There were two
fatalities in 1900, 1905 and 1910, but the mine seems not to
have had any multiple fatal accidents (involving more than
3 persons). There was however a gas explosion on 30th
October 1878 which killed two men.

An insight into life underground at Stafford Pit can be
seen from a description of an excursion underground
made by a party of members from the Caradoc and Severn
Valley Field Club in August 1896 (see insert).

Stafford Pit was connected underground to several nearby
collieries, for example it was kept open to aid the drainage
of Woodhouse Pit until 1940. Furthermore Ted Williams,
an old miner age 91 in 1963, used to speak of a connection
with Dark Lane Pit, which was a deeper pit. He described
how it was necessary to climb down an underground shaft
for 180ft. on a “chain-ladder” to get from the Stafford
workings into Dark Lane in the 1890s. Stafford Pit was also
connected to the Company’s other principal mines by a
private railway (see Plan 1).

The reason for closure is said to have been “exhaustion of
resources” and this seems possible as at least one attempt
is known to have been made to extend into barren
measures to the East. This was the driving of a proving
heading in “Red Measures” about 1905 in the area now
built on by the Days Inn Motel at Knowlbank, Shifnal.
This position was about 350 yards from the final workings
in the Top Coal at Madeley Wood Mine, just before it’s

Some Notes on the Mines of the Lilleshall Company, No.8
Pits in the Priorslee Field (Colliery), continued ...

Stafford Pit winding engine, 1937 (George Watkins)

closure in the 1960s. Here too, in 1961, the writer was
involved in driving a proving head to try to find the
seam in the Red Measures, the barren ground around
the Days Inn Motel.

The writer would like to thank Ray Rushton for his
assistance, particularly with the maps. Other references
used are stated in the text.

Plan 2
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Some Notes on the Mines of the Lilleshall Company, No.8
Pits in the Priorslee Field (Colliery), continued ...

Appendix
Stafford Pit has the most detailed
information that is known of a major
sinking in the Coalbrookdale
Coalfield. It was sunk in the 1860s at
a time when it was generally believed
there would soon be an exhaustion of
coal reserves in the UK. The
Lilleshall Company were however
looking eastwards to the area
between their coal area and
Wolverhampton - where it was
thought that coal did not exist. In fact
the Ordnance Survey had in the
recent survey shown a Great East
Fault which cut the Shropshire
coalfield off from reserves in this
direction.

John Randall, the local amateur
Geologist/Historian, was apparently
consulted and gave the view that
there was a probability “of a further
extension of coal and ironstone beds
for many miles to the East and that
the Great East Fault as laid down by
the early Government Maps was in
part a myth”.

Discussion continued but on the
bright frosty morning of November
24th 1862, Mr. E.Jones, mines
engineer for the Lilleshall Company
called on Mr. Horton the Company
Manager and told him “the time has
come to commence sinking.”
Mr.Jones “selected the place and a
pair of pits were marked out”. Mr.
Jones was accompanied to the site
by Mr.Horton and his wife, one of
whom “sprinkled a few silver dew
drops upon the grass and the first
sod was cut”. The Colliery Guardian
report implies that this was done by
Mr. Horton. A book by the Rev.

the Double Coal August 30th 1866
and Blue Flats, September 6th 1866.

No wonder they were almost in
despair, since if the measures had
been similar to nearby Granville Pit
they should have met the Fungous
Coals at about 165 yards, the Brick
measures Ironstone at 185 yards and
the very valuable Top Coal seam at
about 200 yards. These seams, it
appears, were all missing, probably
caused by the major washout now
known to be in this area.

In great anticipation, sinking
continued and all the seams that
should be were present, the final
seam sought, the Clod Coal, was
reached at 247 yards on December
8th 1966.

Mr. Jones gave calculations to show
that the new pit would give them coal
at the rate of at least 150,000 tons per
annum for 50 years of working.

The new pit was named Stafford Pit
as it was on the land of Lord Stafford.

Local newspapers and the Colliery
Guardian noted all the main events
including the first contact with coal
in August 1866 (see Wellington
Journal and Colliery Guardian,
September 1866). The most
impressive dinner to mark the event
is fully described in the Colliery
Guardian, 6th October 1866.

It had taken 4 years to sink the shaft
and it had “demonstrated the fallacy
of the geological dogma” that there is
no coal beyond the line drawn on the
official map shown as the Great East
Fault.

J.F.G.Cartlidge implies that it was
Mrs. Horton. They “wished that it
may bring increased prosperity to the
Lilleshall Company, and comfort and
happiness to the poor man’s home”.

Mr. Jones in his speech at the pits’
opening some 4 years later described
some of the problems encountered.

“Sinking went swimmingly for two or
three months, but at the end of that
time they were attacked by their old
enemies, gas and water, which burst
upon them with great fury and for a
time delayed progress. They
combated the two, and overcame
them by new appliances and more
powerful machinery. They again
made rapid progress but soon after
met with one of the hardest pebble
rocks they had to encounter during
the four years of the undertaking. So
hard was it that they scarcely made
way at the rate of half a yard a month.
At a depth of 115 yards they had got
over the worst of the water”.

“Then at 150 yards, the engine and
men’s strike brought us to a deadlock
for a time, water again gained upon
them, and the work was delayed for 3
months”. At 170 yards they passed
“a considerable blow of gas which
gave a great deal of trouble”.

At 172 yards they were in a state of
great anxiety and at 200 yards they
were almost “desponding”, but at 205
yards their prospects again soon
brightened as they cut “the three
quarter coal”, then at 207 yards the
Double Coal, then the Flint Coal and
the Yellow Ironstone and the Blue
Flat Ironstone. The Three Quarter
coal was found August 29th 1866,

Bottom of the
“Vertical Section of
the newly
discovered mines
at Stafford Pits in
the Lilleshall
Company’s Colliery
near Shifnal” by
T.Doody, c1870.

(Kelvin Lake -
 I.A.Recordings)
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MCRO Rescue Practice Weekend
3rd-4th September

Over the weekend of 3rd-4th
September Midlands Cave Rescue
Organisation (MCRO) held their main
rescue practice. Based in Snailbeach
Village Hall, the weekend was split
into an underground scenario on
Saturday, with Sunday being for talks
and demos.

Saturday’s underground activity was
primarily aimed at improving
communications and pitch rigging.
To aid this it was also planned to
recover a stretcher from near the 40
yard level up to Perkins level. The
route effectively covered 5 pitches (3
vertical and 2 slopes at approximately
50 degrees) covering about 150
metres.

Over 40 cavers turned up for the
event - representing 8 cave rescue
teams in England and Wales, plus 2
cavers from the Hungarian Cave
Rescue Service! The ‘rescue’ went
very well and the casualty (70kgs of
rocks) was successfully recovered
within 4 hours - much faster than
anticipated!

Following an enjoyable evening in
the Stiperstones Inn, on Sunday a
series of presentations ranging from
‘Cave Law’, the “BCRC, UKSAR and
MREW” to SARCALL the call-out
system used by other rescue teams
including Gloucester Cave rescue
took place in the Village Hall. The
talks were punctuated by a lunch
time trip up to Paint Shaft to see a
demonstration of the MineCam.

Thanks to all Club members who
attended and for their support of
MCRO.

Addendum
By a strange coincidence the
casualty in the November rescue
ended up very close to the spot
where the practice ‘casualty’ was
placed!

Below: Some of the attendees, from 8 CROs at the MCRO weekend.

Above: The Sunday MineCam demo
at Paint shaft - viewing the pictures
on 3d glasses.

Hidden Earth 2011
This year the National Caving
Conference “Hidden Earth” was held
at Monmouth Leisure Centre over the
weekend of 24th-25th September.

If you have not been to one of these
before they are very interesting.

In addition to trade and club stands,
photographic and art displays there
are also events such as SRT races,
obstacle races and for the very keen
the BCA artificial cave to play in!

Alongside all the activities there are
usually 3 lecture theatres, with
lectures covering expedition reports,
technical topics and more ... !

Left: The Club display - to promote
our 50th year.

Below, left & right: The BCA artificial
cave - it was no mean feet to get
through!.

(All Pictures Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)
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In the SCMC Annual Journal No 3 of
1995, Ivor Brown relates from ‘A
short history of Perkins Beach Mine’
(1898) the process of ‘squatting’ as
described in the period just prior to
1860. It is worth repeating here.

“In those days it was customary with
the mining population for want of
better accommodation to select a site
on the mountain, then obtain
assistance of a few of their fellow
workmen. Some would then repair to
the adjoining plantations and, for a
nominal price, purchase a quantity of
larch or other small poles that had
been cut down to give room for the
growth of those left standing.
Meantime, the other portion of men
could be employed building walls
with sods. The first consignment of
timber arriving, one or two, who were
considered to be the most expert with
axe and saw, would commence
forming a roof to the habitation. This
would be ‘slated’ with the class of
material the walls were built of. When
convenient a scanty coat of straw,
generally mixed with heather, may be
laid on the top to ensure it was
waterproof. The ground floor would
consist of the natural subsoil.”

“Usually, the whole family would
quarter in this structure. The
following morning the next on the
scene would be the farmer terribly
chagrined at the damage done to the
mountain sheep run. Following hard
after him would come the Lord of the
Manor or his agent to demand a
nominal rent. In most cases they
would grant an allotment adjoining
for a garden plot. Many of these
structures, as time went on, and with
an agreement between the landlord
and the squatter, have been made
into convenient dwellings and a cow,
sometimes two, have been kept
thereby greatly enhancing the value
of what aforetime was nominally a
barren mountain.”

It was by this means that the
squatters’ settlement of
Blakemoorgate became established,
probably late in the 18th or early in the
19th century, as it was a location with
water and land suitable for improving

Blakemoorgate, May 18th 2011 - Opening
Andy Wood

to allow enclosure of
animals and some small
scale cropping of
vegetables. The two
remaining cottages have
been greatly improved
from the single story
earth and pole original
and had morphed into
two story dwellings, each
with a root store,
outbuildings and a field.

As Blakemoorgate is a
scheduled monument and
one of the cottages is
listed, a partnership
project has been funded
by Natural England,
English Heritage, the
Heritage Lottery Fund
and Leader, primarily to

Top: Cook’s Cottage and the
cobbled yard in front (Andy Wood)

Above: Davies cottage, with the
brewhouse on the left.

(Andy Kennelly)

Left: The modern composting toilet
installed for visitors. (Andy Wood)
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renovate two miners’ cottages at
Blakemoorgate, named after their last
owners.

The midweek trip on May 18th took a
group of club members up through
the Snailbeach mine site onto the
Stiperstones NNR, treading our way
through fields of mountain pansies to
reach the settlement on the evening
of its grand opening.

Natural England has done an
excellent sympathetic restoration/
conservation job on the site. The two
cottages are warm and dry and
probably much nicer than they ever
were when lived in, which was as
recently as the 1950s. The various
outbuildings have been tidied up so
that their shape and form can be seen
but they have not been rebuilt. For
this, the opening evening, each
outline carried a placard explaining
what the building had been – but the
walls of the privy did not afford much
privacy! However, two composting
toilets have been installed under a
nearby tree.

Also, the build up of surface spoil
has been removed to display the
original cobbled drives and yards
and the cow byre has been re-roofed
to act as a shelter for walkers and
hosts two interpretation panels for
the edification of visitors.

For this event, each cottage had a fire
in its range, there was music and
singing in Davies cottage and, best

of all, a supply of beer in the
outhouse! (During the renovation
here a bread oven was discovered).
This house was also partly furnished
and upstairs, several display panels
showed how the project had
progressed and it was illustrated with
a number of old photos. In the cow
byre, food and soft drinks were
offered and a ‘birthday’ cake was
shared out.

Blakemoorgate, May 18th 2011 - Opening
Continued . . .

Above: The re-roofed byre, now used for interpretation boards centre.
(Andy Kennelly)

Below: Cook’s root store.
(Andy Wood) Below: The original privy.

(Andy Kennelly)

There were many local residents in
attendance and a real party
atmosphere developed but after a
good look round and conversations
with acquaintances, we headed off
across the hill to descend via Perkins
Beach, noting the mine remains, to
finish the evening at the Stiperstones
Inn.

Telford Firefighters were called to an
unusual fire (at least for present day
Firefighters) after an old pit mound in
Dawley started to spontaneously
combust.

A man clearing a plot of land in
Cemetery Road, Dawley Bank,
Telford, to make room for two
bungalows unearthed an old coal
heap, which caught fire and started
to cause the ground to smoke.

The builder told firefighters he was
not aware of the old pit heap before

setting out to work. He told them he
suddenly saw steam coming from the
ground and felt an intense heat.

Firefighters were called to the site at
about 5.45pm on 5th November  and
began digging out some of the coal
in an attempt to douse the fire. They
were on site in Cemetery Road from
5.30pm until 10pm and returned at
11.30pm to carry out a reinspection.

The heap was on the edge of the
builders property, which he had only
just bought.

Dawley Pit Mound FireJimmy Savile RIP
Club members will have heard of Sir
James Wilson Vincent Savile, OBE,
KCSG who sadly died aged 84 on
29th October 2011.

A former Bevin Boy at South Kirby
and Waterloo Collieries in Yorkshire.
While working there his back was
broken in a roof fall, from which he
took 3 years to recover.

He went on to be a wrestler, club
manager, and TV star. He ran over
200 marathons for charity and raised
over £20 million for the National
Spinal Injuries Centre at Stoke
Mandeville Hospital.
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Chinese Explosion 29 Killed
A gas explosion took place at the
Xialiuchong Coal Mine, owned by
the Hengyang city government, in
Hunan province (central China), on
30th October. Six miners were
rescued, but 29 died in the blast.

China’s mining industry is the most
dangerous in the world with a death
rate of more than six a day. Although
the number of miners killed has been
falling in recent years as smaller,
illegal mines have been closed, but
labour rights groups say the actual
death toll is likely much higher than
official statistics, partly due to under-
reporting of accidents as mine
bosses seek to limit their economic
losses and avoid punishment.

Annual fatalities are about now at
about one-third of the high of nearly
7,000 who died in 2002.

BBC News reports

DR Congo Mining Web
A website (www.congomines.org)
has been launched to promote
transparency in the Democratic
Republic of Congo’s mining sector.

DR Congo is rich in gold, diamonds
and coltan, used in mobile phones,
but many mines are controlled by
armed groups. Despite these riches
the people of DR Congo are among
the poorest in Africa.

The Carter Center (a rights
organisation founded by former US
president Jimmy Carter) says it has
helped launch the web site to give
people more information about the
mining sector, including contracts
and payments. It claims hundreds of
mining documents and maps will be
published on the site to make it easier
for the public to track developments
in the industry, including money
allocated for development.

Eastern DR Congo has been ravaged
by conflict for at least 15 years, with
both the army and rebels accused of
using the fighting as cover to exploit
the area’s mineral wealth.

BBC News reports, 1 Nov. 2011

Minerals Returned
About 82 tonnes of smuggled
minerals seized by Rwandan police
has been handed back to the
Democratic Republic of Congo in a
sign of improved relations between
the two neighbours. The minerals
include cassiterite, as well as coltan.

Rwanda handed the minerals - loaded
in five lorries - to Congolese
authorities at a ceremony in the
border town of Gisenye. The return
of the materials follows new
international regulations aimed at
cleaning up the mineral sector.

Rwanda has twice invaded DR
Congo saying it was fighting rebel
groups based there but its army has
been accused of looting minerals
during the conflict in which an
estimated five million people died. It
is claimed that Rwanda has for years
been a major conduit for conflict
minerals from DR Congo.

BBC News report, 3rd Nov. 2011

Zimbabwe Diamond Exports
An international ban on Zimbabwe
selling diamonds from several of its
rich eastern Marange mines has been
lifted by the industry’s watchdog -
Kimberley Process, (which certifies
international trade in diamonds to
ensure they are not used to fuel
conflicts).

This opens the way for the export of
rough diamonds from the mining
operations of two companies,
Marange Resources and Mbada.
Zimbabwe stands to earn more than
$3bn (£1.8bn) a year from the three
Marange mines.

The ban was imposed in 2009,
following allegations that some mines
in Marange are controlled by the
military, who channel funds to Robert
Mugabe’s Zanu-PF party.

BBC News reports, 2nd Nov. 2011

Deadly Gas ‘Burst’
Nineteen miners were killed and at
least 24 trapped underground after a
sudden ‘outburst’ of gas caused the
ejection of rock and gas from a coal
face at the Sizhuang mine in Yunnan
province's Qujing City, Southern
China on 9th November.

The disaster comes days after
another mine in Henan province (see
above) experienced a rock burst,
which trapped dozens of pit workers.
who were eventually rescued.

BBC News reports, 10th Nov. 2011

Earthquake Triggers
Disaster

An earthquake with a magnitude of
2.9 hit the area around Qianqiu
colliery in the city of Sanmenxia in
Henan province (central China) on
Thursday 3rd November triggering a
“rock burst” (an explosion caused by
the sudden release of built-up
pressure).

75 miners had been working in the pit
480m down when the “burst”
occurred. Eight miners were killed,
although 14 miners managed to
escape soon after the cave-in. A
further 8 miners were rescued the
following day (Friday), despite
rescuers being hampered by coal
dust.

Emergency teams finally reached
remaining 45 trapped miners 36 hours
after the accident.

Officials recorded more than 2,400
deaths in China’s coal mines last
year, down to about one-third of the
high of nearly 7,000 who died in 2002.

BBC News reports, 5th Nov. 2011

Mexico Disaster
It took Mexican rescue workers
nearly a week to recover the last of
the 14 bodies from a coal mine which
caved in after a gas explosion on 3rd
May in Coahuila state, north Mexico.

The methane blast was so powerful
that it seriously injured a teenager
who was working on the surface of
the mine near the shaft.

The small mine which had been
operating for less than a month is
situated near the site of one of the
country’s worst mining disasters, in
San Juan de Sabinas, where 65 men
were killed in 2006.

BBC News report, 9th May 2011

Foreign News
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On 13th June a motley band of about
50 intrepid souls gathered at the Red
House Inn for a guided tour of some
of the Lilleshall limestone workings.
It was interesting to note that many
of the attendees are regulars, live
locally and avidly follow David’s
learned walkabouts each year. I was
also pleased to note a smattering of
club members supporting the trip,
one I have been keen to do for some
years.

The first halt was on Barrack Lane to
view the site of the barracks and
learn a little of the history of the
quarries up to and including their
incorporation into the Lilleshall
Company. The crowd we presented
on the corner did seem to cause some
consternation to a few locals as
curtains twitched and the throng
parted from time to time to make way
for a passing vehicle.

We then ventured onto the path into
Collier’s Side, between the flooded
depths for a description of how the
quarry was worked – and why a
stone quarry should have such an
unlikely name. The party was well
spread out among the trees but
fortunately, no one was lost! A climb
up the incline brought us onto the
old tramway, which we followed past
one kiln and then down to examine
the bases of three kilns and a tunnel
under the tramway.

A diversion was taken round the
back of New House Farm, originally
the quarry manager’s house, to see

David Adams 23rd Annual Lilleshall Walk
Andy Wood

Above: The ‘Nook’, Lilleshall a former row of barracks houses, it was one of
the last surviving examples of such buildings once common to this part of
Shropshire for use as miners and other workers housing. Despite protests
from the Club it was demolished in 2000.           (Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

where the canal branch to the
boatyard once was and then we
followed the canal from the wharf
down to Willmoor Lane, which we
took across to Limekiln Lane. We
soon came to the plaque marking the
infilling project where 145,000 tonnes
of material was pumped into
underground workings below the
houses built on the west side of the
road. We also crossed into Jackie
Parr’s hole, also infilled, but it had
been the open quarry from which
access to the underground parts was

Our Leader warming up the crowd.
(Andy Wood)

obtained. In the early days of the
club, David and some others,
explored here and surveyed the
caverns.

In the gathering dusk, we walked
back via Stone Row, noting the
stable chief’s garden where so many
horses’ skulls were dug up, Rock
House where one of the trip
participants now lives and the site of
the quarry stables.

A most interesting evening was
completed by a chat over some
refreshments in the Red House Inn.

Above left: DRA
addressing the
crowd.

Above right: The
base of one of the
Lime kilns.

Right: The plaque
marking the site
of Jackie Parr’s
Hole and quarry.

(Andy Wood)
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40 Years Ago - The Club in 1972
Ivor Brown

1972 got off to a great start. Most
Club officials were North Wales
members, P.J.Appleton was Chairman
and Newsletter Editor and the
newsletter (Jan. 1972 No.85 to Dec.
1972 No.94) indicates that most
activity was taking place in Wales.
All trips reported in January were to
Wales and the Lake District. IJB was
so concerned that he got a page
added each month “Notes from the
Shropshire Mines”. The January
issue included news of the blasting
down of Pudley Hill Colliery pumping
house, Priorslee (in November 1971),
Murphy Bros. wanting to opencast in
the Clee Hills, Bayston Hill Quarry
expansion and the death of the 8th
Earl of Tankerville (owner of mineral
rights in South Shropshire).

In March the first trip in Shropshire
was reported when 8 members
descended Lincoln Hill Limestone
mine’s 110ft. shaft. In April Ken Lock
reported on taking a party around
Snailbeach and another trip to
Lincoln Hill was reported (14
members, 3 guests). Nine other trips
were reported to areas outside
Shropshire. Later some digging was
done in the Tar Tunnel, together with
some exploration in the ironstone
mines of the Gorge.

During the summer a great change
occurred, some 10 North Wales
based members moved on to form a
Club in North Wales and 6 young
senior scouts from Newport joined
SMC.

There was much discussion about
abandoning either the Cilcain base or
the Church Aston Cottage (where
there was a desperate need for re-
thatching). It was reported at the
AGM that the Club had had an
income of £238.84 during 1971/2 but
an expenditure of £244.53 - a loss of
£5.54  with outstanding bills for
£8.74. At a later Extra Ordinary
General Meeting it was decided to
maintain both HQs and seek grants
for the roof.

P.Summerfield was appointed
Chairman and Blogg as Secretary.
I.J.Brown became Treasurer and
Newsletter Editor. DRA remained as
“Steward”.

The prices of all publications
available; Yearbooks (1965/6 and
1966/7) and all Club Accounts (8, 9,
and 10) were doubled and sold well.
A “call” for £2 each on all full
members (excluding ladies) brought
in £22 for refurbishment of the Cilcain
Barn. Things were looking up.

30 members and friends attended the
Annual Dinner at the Red Lion,
Myddle at £1.75 per head. The after-
dinner talk was given by Jim Eyres on
“travelling in Persia”.

By December the separate sheet in
the newsletter on Shropshire mines
was no longer needed, there were
many more normal visits to
Shropshire mines, Club membership

had reached 22 full and 19 associates
and there was £86 in the bank with
creditors owing £19.47½p!

The final newsletter of the year
recorded the death of Mr. J.Corfield,
a friend of some Club members. He
was believed to have been the last
man to have worked in the lower
levels of Snailbeach Mine. After 1910
he worked in Bog, Leigh Level and
various other small mines.

Numbers attending monthly meetings
were packing the Club House, many
sat on the stairs, 24 attended in
October, a similar number in
November and 30 in December. A
special Christmas Eve social was also
attended by about 30.

Alongside the above, local members
were helping the recently formed
IGMT, taking visitors up the Tar
Tunnel, removing artifacts from
various sites to the Museum and
helping with the construction of
exhibits (see Below 2010.4). A survey
of all accessible mines in the
Ironbridge Gorge was underway.

Note
North Wales mining enthusiasts who
moved on - P.Appleton, A.Hawkins,
L.Lyon, C.J.Williams, C. & E. Lane,
M. & J. Blezzard, plus two others?
Senior Scouts who joined SMC:
M.Moore, P.Rust, M.Clough, A.Lee,
P.Scales and one other?

The Siskol coal cutter before
removal to the Museum.

(IJB Collection - SCMC Archive)

The Club cottage
“Snailbeach”
with many
salvaged items
stacked around
it ready to
transfer to Blists
Hill c1971.

(IJB Collection)
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Paddock Mound, Dawley - Thursday 29th September
Trip Report

On the evening of Thursday 29th
September, 11 Club members took up
the offer of a visit to the earthworks
at Paddock Mound, Dawley.

Working on behalf of Telford &
Wrekin Council, Birse are
landscaping the pit mounds
surrounding the former Paddock and
Portley Collieries to prepare the way
for the construction of the new
Dawley Learning Community, which
will replace the existing Phoenix
School.

The majority of the work has
involved levelling and terracing the
old pit mounds to form the areas for
the new sports fields. The site will
not only be a school, but a major
sporting centre, with sports pitches,
BMX track, fitness suites as well as a
health centre.

We were not just shown the
earthworks, but also the remains of
the Portley shafts (now treated),
nearby narrow shafts (that were in
the process of being treated) and  a
newly discovered brick culvert.

Having seen the site during various
stages of the development it will be
interesting to see the finished
complex.

Thanks to Birse Civils, Telford &
Wrekin Council and Neal Rushton for
showing us around.

Above: The group at the first stop on the Paddock Mound tour.
Below: A brick culvert near the Portley shafts. Below right: One of the
Portley shafts (the blackened circle), it is 8ft. in diameter.

Right: Andy Harris beside the 4
flood water capture tanks, designed
to trap extreme rain water run off.
They will eventually be buried.

Right: View from
one of the sports
terraces onto
houses off
Finger Road,
Dawley.

Below: M & J Drilling rig over one of
the newly discovered, narrow
‘shafts’ near the two Portley shafts.

Right: A
Komatsu PC800
LC and Volvo
EC460CL
excavators
passing a Land
Rover and
Toyoto Land
Cruiser with
Club members
inside.

All pictures this
page: Kelvin Lake
 - I.A.Recordings.
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COAL DISCOVERY IN SHROPSHIRE
Coal has at length been struck in the new Stafford
pits, near Priorslee, on the line of railway between
Wellington and Shifnall. The coal is of the description
known as the double coal; the seam is six feet three
inches in thickness, and, lying perfectly horizontal,
promises a good yield. The depth at which this coal
has been struck is 620 feet, but the cost of working
the mine has nevertheless been considerable, from
the unusually hard nature of the rock through
which it has been reached.

8
th
 September 1866

IMPORTANT DISCOVERY OF COAL AT
THE NEW STAFFORD PITS.

The important announcement has just been made
to Earl Granville, the Marquis of Stafford, and
others interested in the mineral district worked by
the Lilleshall Company, that alter the patient labours
of four years in sinking the New Stafford pits, near
Priorslee, coal of good quality and of excellent
thickness has been reached. We might mention that
the distance at which this coal has been reached is
less than might have been anticipated, being only
207 yards ; but that the cost, in consequence of the
hardness of the rocks, has been considerable,
namely from £30 to £10 per yard. The coal found
is the double coal; it is six feet three inches thick,
and quite horizontal. Whilst we write the men are
going through the yellow-stone, ironstone, and
yard coal. The blue and white flat ironstones are
expected to succeed, also the flint coal, the
pennystone, the sulphur, clod, and other minerals
of great value. It is impossible to overrate the
importance of this discovery at a time when the
minerals of the old field are becoming exhausted;
it is a discovery however which has been confidently
predicted.

Wolverhampton Chronicle, 15
th
 September 1866

THE DISCOVERY OF COAL IN
SHROPSHIRE.

The discovery of coal at the New Stafford Pits,
near Priors Lee, by the Lilleshall Company, by
which an abundance of excellent coal and ironstone
are shown to exist on the Wolverhampton side of
the great Shropshire fault, was celebrated, on
Thursday afternoon, by great rejoicings at the
Lilleshall Works. The chief event of the day was a
dinner, which was provided in a spacious tent,
pitched for the occasion near to the sinking. The
guests invited were numerous and distinguished.
The Right Hon. the Earl Granville presided, and

What the Papers Said - From the Colliery Guardian
submitted by Steve Dewhirst

his lordship was supported by his brother the Hon.
Levison Gower, by Mr. Jasper Moore, M.P. for
Shropshire, by Mr. Horton, the manager of the
Lilleshall Company, and others. It was stated that
the discovery would furnish an ample supply of
coal to Shropshire during the ensuing fifty years;
and that it was confidently believed that there was
an abundance of that mineral over the whole
district between that place and Wolverhampton.

29
th
 September 1866

THE DISCOVERY OF COAL AT
STAFFORD PITS.

We briefly stated in our last issue that a grand
dinner was given by the Lilleshall Company to their
friends and principal employees, in a large marquee,
erected at the Stafford Pits, employees in a large
marquee, erected at the Stafford Pits, Prior’s Lee,
on Thursday, last week, in honour of the recent
discovery of coal. Earl Granville, the Hon. L.
Gower, R. J. More, Esq., M.P., and a number of
other gentlemen were present. Lord Stafford, on
whose property the pits have been sunk, was also
expected, but in consequence of the expected visit
of the Prince and Princess of Wales to his Lordship,
he was not present. The visitors having met at
Prior’s Lee Hall, formed a procession to the pits,
which lie between Prior’s Lee and Shiffnal, beyond
the boundary of the old coal-field. Having arrived
at the pit bank and inspected specimens of coal and
ironstone extracted from the shaft, Mr. J. Randall,
by request of Mr. Horton, pointed out to Lord
Granville the probabilities of the further extension
of coal and ironstone beds for many miles to the
east; also that the Great East Fault, as laid down by
the early Government maps, was in part a myth,
and that having got to the supposed limits of what
Mr. Scott, in his paper before the Geological
Society of London, terms a railway denudation, it
is only reasonable to suppose that the upper
measures would be found a little further off; all of
which matters, his Lordship considered, have an
important bearing upon the subject to be brought
before the recently-appointed commission of
inquiry on the coal question. The minerals seen
upon the bank were the double coal, the flint coal,
the yellow stone, and blue flat ironstones, and
appeared of excellent quality. Having retired to the
tent, the party sat down to a splendid dinner,
provided by Mr. Bulger, of St. George’s, and the
waiting by Messrs. Evans and Morris, of
Shrewsbury. The decorations included several
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What the Papers Said - From the Colliery Guardian
submitted by Steve Dewhirst

mottoes, amongst them the well-known one of the
noble Earl, “You may bend but cannot break me,”
and “ Nothing venture nothing have,” &c.
The company then adjourned to a marquee, where
a sumptuous repast was laid out. The noble Earl
presided, T. E. Horton, Esq., occupying the vice-
chair, and amongst the other gentlemen we noticed
the Hon. F. L. Gower, M.P. R. Jasper  More, Esq.,
M.P ; G. J. Smith, J. Slaney, J. Lewis, D. Newell, J.
Barber, and E. Jones Esc the Revs. W. Allen, T.
Stoneham, W. Ayton T. O’ Regan, R. Yonge, H.
De Bunsen, H. Cunliffe, W. B. G. Botfield ,Messrs.
J. P. Phillips, T. M. Phillips, W. Phillips, H. Ogle, C.
Pugh, E. Hodges, H. Fisher, ,G. Skey, W. S. Roden,
F. Wragge, J. Evett, J. Hazedine, G. Doody, J.
Millington, J. Hayes, J. Eyke, Bromley, F. J. Tipton,
T. Southam, W. Bullock, J. Greene, James Green,
L. Tipton, T. Southam, W. Bullock, J. Greene,
James Green, L. Tipton, E. Tipton, J. T. Watts, H.
Bourne, G. Wem, S. MacCarthy, R. Bekenn W.
Langford, F. Tipton, W. Tipton, G. Stanley, W.
Webb, A. C. Jones, T. Wem, J. Wem, E. Wem, W.
Wem, Isaac Wem, R. H. Pickering, W. Brown, J.
Bott, J. Hewitt, W. Johnson, G. R. Horton, W. Ball,
J. Lowe, J. Cheadle, W. Dawes, N. Beech, E.
Bourne, J. Jones, J. Bourne, T. Doody, E. D. Jones,
J. Scott, A. Tipton, &c.
On the introduction of the dessert, the customary
loyal and patriotic toasts were given from the
chair, and duly honoured, after which Mr.
WODEHOUSE proposed the health of the Bishop
and Clergy of the Diocese, together with the
Ministers who are not connected with the
Established Church.

{the report continues for several more pages
detailing toasts and speeches, but has been
shortened for this issue of Below. Ed.}

6
th
 October 1866

THE RECENT DISCOVERY OF COAL IN
SHROPSHIRE.

The works in connection with the New Stafford
coal pits, near Shifnal, the successful sinking of
which was a few weeks ago celebrated by a
banquet, presided over by the Earl of Granville,
are rapidly progressing, and with very satisfactory
results. It is computed that the mine contains ten
million tons of coal, the yield being at the rate of
27,000 tons per acre.

There is a special feature about the discovery of
coal at this point, independent of the addition of so
large a quantity to the national stock, at a time when
its probable duration is a question occupying public
attention. It has hitherto been an article of belief
among geologists that the line shown upon the
official geological map as bounding the Shropshire
coal-field on the east, and representing what is
known as the “Great Shropshire Fault,” marks the
extreme limit of the bed on that side ; and that
beyond it, as far as the South Staffordshire field,
there is an entire absence of coal.

The New Stafford pits are sunk at a point some
distance to the east of the Fault, and the issue of the
experiment having demonstrated the fallacy of the
geological dogma, the question is now being raised
as to whether coal may not be found in other
portions of the proscribed country. A pair of pits
have already been sunk in the reputed “dead
ground,” a little to the south of the New Stafford
mine, and if the results prove equally successful
there is a prospect of a considerable change taking
place in the aspect of East Shropshire, at present a
purely agricultural district.

8
th
 December 1866

Human Rights Watch Claims Chinese Mines in Zambia 'unsafe'
A report entitled “You'll Be Fired If
You Refuse: Labour Abuses in
Zambia's Chinese State-owned
Copper Mines”, by Human Rights
Watch (HRW) says that Chinese-run
copper mines in Zambia are
dangerously unsafe and owners
routinely flout the rights of workers.

The pressure group says miners are
threatened with dismissal if they
became involved in union activities
and forced to work long hours.
The Chinese state company, Non-

Ferrous Metals Mining Corporation
(CNM) who runs four copper mines
in Zambia, denies most of HRW's
allegations.

Copper mining is one of Zambia's
main industries, many of the mining
companies are foreign-owned.

Zambian law limits shifts to eight
hours, but HRW claims that miners
often have to work 12-hour shifts,
sometime 18 hours in fume-filled
tunnels.

Despite improvements in recent
years, safety and labour conditions
at Chinese mines were worse than at
other foreign-owned mines.
Chinese companies took over many
Zambian mines after western
investors pulled out following a
collapse in copper prices. Prices for
Zambia's prime export have recently
shot up, fuelled by Chinese demand.

Zambia earned $2.2bn from copper
exports to China last year.
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Christmas Puzzles

A-mazing Route!
Which of the 3 characters here are likely to get to the stash of Christmas nuts?

The Founder member, Coal toad or Pit mouse?

A-mazing Message!

After dropping through a small, previously unseen hole into
uncharted levels Andy finds himself lost in a labyrinth of tunnels,
deep inside Snailbeach.

After wandering aimlessly for an hour he notices some strange
symbols scratched on the wall (see right). Studying them, he
realises they reveal the route to freedom. What must he do?
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Christmas Puzzles 2

TRAP

BEER

Word Ladder

Can you get from TRAP to BEER in 6
simple steps, by changing just one
letter per step?

Note: Each word of each step must,
itself be a word.  There is more than
one solution to this!

W E S T C O T T E H I G T H K
O F S G O B C A X U Z G Q N E
L H J L T T N N H G E R D L N
E M W P H E E K X L P A S R O
K A R E E I R E Y I U V N H T
A H I V R K A R S T J E A A S
R G A W C T Y V G H M L I D Y
D R Z O O S E I L L A S L L N
J U R O T Z R L I V C K B E N
O B D D T W I L D E R L E Y E
P G W L E O I E K P B V A C P
M R U Y E L R E N N E P C Q U
L I N L E Y A W C H L N H O U
Y T F O R C H C T I P J G D C

Word Search
Hidden in the square below are the names of 20 underground sites in Shropshire
and the West Midlands. Can you find them all?

To help you, if you’re suffering from ‘Christmas’ the names are listed above!

Bog
Burgham
Cothercott
Drakelow
Dudley
Gravels
Grit
Huglith
Linley
Pennerley
Pennystone
Pitchcroft
Rhadley
Rock
Sallies
Snailbeach
Tankerville
Westcott
Wilderley
Wood
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Christmas Puzzles 3

Spot the Difference

There are 13 (!) differences between the 2 pictures below. Can you spot them?
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Library Additions
North Wales Caving Club
Newsletter 319, October 2011.
Covers clubmmember activities over
the summer - including trips to
Daachstein, Austria, and Gouffre de
la Pierre St.Martin in the French
Pyrenees. Digging continues in ODB.

News and Library

Three Injured at
Aberpergwm Colliery
Two men were taken to Morriston
Hospital (one with back injuries) and
another treated for shock after a
collapse at US-owned Aberpergwm
colliery near Glynneath, Neath Port
Talbot, South Wales on the 3rd
November.

It took an hour to rescue the men
after a trench is believed to have
collapsed three to four miles
underground.

This incident follows the deaths of
four men at the Gleision mine - 14
miles away in the Swansea Valley - in
September.

A miner was also rescued in October
from the Unity pit, just over a mile
away from Aberpergwm, after he
became trapped under rubble
following a small roof collapse. He
was not seriously injured.

Aberpergwm Background
The mine first opened in the late 19th
Century, at its height during the
1930s more than 1,500 men were
employed there.

It closed in 1985 but reopened a year
later under private ownership.

The mine, which is believed to have
coal reserves of around 6.8m tonnes,
is now owned by American firm
Walter Energy and employs around
230 people.

BBC News Reports

More Walker Tech Developments!
In the last issue of ‘Below’ it was
reported that Hama Developments
had submitted plans to convert the
buildings of the Walker Institute, in
Hartsbridge Road, Oakengates into
14 luxury apartments and add 14
detached homes at the rear.

The developers were keen to stress
that they wanted to preserve the
character of the 1920s building - once
the centre for mining education.
However, during the last week of
October a series of 5 arson attacks
took place on the building - 1 a day!

The last blaze started in a single
storey extension building, before it
spread to the main building.  Fire-
fighters were able to contain the
blaze and save the main building.

Hama Developments have now
drafted in security staff to prevent
further attacks.

Above: Date
stone and
decorative work
above the main
entrance of the
Institute - covered
by trees in March
2010.

Above: The Walker Institute,
Hartsbridge Road, Oakengates in
March 2010.

Above: Detail of the name stone on
the front of the building.

Left: Cupola and weather vane
above the main entrance hall area of
the Institute.

All pictures this page:
Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)
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Books

development of the industrial history
of Devon. Richard Edwards has lived
and worked for many years as a
geologist in Devon. After reading
geology at Nottingham University he
completed his doctorate at Exeter
University, after which he joined the
British Geological Survey and worked
as a field geologist, firstly in Africa
(Zambia) and later in Hampshire,
Devon and Somerset. He was
involved in the geological surveys of
the Newton Abbot, Southampton,
Exeter, Minehead and Sidmouth
1:50,000-scale map areas. Apart from
Geological Survey maps, memoirs
and reports, he has published papers
on the Tertiary of Hampshire and
Devon, and the Permian of Devon.

Price £16.99 + P&P

H G Ordish: The Early Mining
Photographs 1920 -1933
H G (Geoffrey) Ordish was born in
1901 and made his first visit to
Cornwall as early as 1915. He later
visited Cornwall regularly, visiting
mine sites, often with his friend the
mining historian, A K Hamilton
Jenkin. The 200 plus photographs in
this collection, H G Ordish: The Early
Mining Photographs, were all taken
between 1920 and 1933. Most have
never been published before –
indeed there has not been a book
devoted to Geoffrey Ordish’s mining
photographs since two rather
unsatisfactory paperbacks appeared
in the 1960s. Despite this his pictures
have always been held in high regard
by those with a serious interest in
Cornish mining.

The photographs in this book were
all taken on a small Kodak ‘Vest
Pocket’ camera and cover mine sites
across the whole of Cornwall. Some
give new insights into well-known
mines – there is for example a
splendid sequence from Levant –
while others are now the sole record
of small, forgotten workings. Cornish
mining was at a low ebb during this
period and so photographs are much
less common than those from the
years of prosperity.

Tony Clarke, who has prepared the
photos for publication, has
contributed a Preface with his
memories of Geoffrey Ordish and
notes on his camera and techniques.

H G Ordish: The Early Mining
Photographs is  available as a 248
page large format paperback . There
is also a limited hardback edition of
100 copies at £25.00.

English Heritage “Industrial
Heritage at Risk Report”
The results of EH’s Industrial
Heritage at Risk survey and report
are available online at:

www.english-heritage.org.uk/
about/news/

industrial-heritage-at-risk-revealed/

Devon’s Non-Metal Mines-
Discovering Devon's Slate,
Culm, Whetstone, Beer
Stone, Ball Clay and Lignite
Mines
This is a well thought out book, well
produced and superbly illustrated
and will appeal to members who have
a strong interest in stone and coal
mining often forgotten in Devon
Mining History

Publishers description - the reader is
taken on a gentle journey through
Devon to discover the fascinating
non-metal mines of the county. They
include the Penn Recca slate mine
near Buckfastleigh in south Devon,
the culm mines of north Devon, the
whetstone mines of the Blackdown
Hills in east Devon, the Beer Stone
mines, also in east Devon, the ball
clay mines of south and north
Devon, and the lignite (brown coal)
mines of Bovey Tracey, south
Devon. The book explores the mines
and their history, the methods used
by the miners, and something about
the miners and their lives.

The journey spans 2,000 years, from
the time when the Romans tunnelled
into the hills near Beer for Beer
Stone, to when the last ball clay mine
closed in 1999. These 2,000 years of
mining history, although long by
human standards, seem insignificant
when the time span represented by
the deposits that were being mined is
considered. The formations exploited
range in age from the slates of Penn
Recca, around 360 million years old,
to the 30 million year old lignites of
Bovey Tracey.

The reader is taken on a parallel
journey into deep geological time to
discover how these rocks came into
being, and what the world was like
when they formed many millions of
years ago.

The book will appeal to readers with
an interest in mines and mining,
industrial archaeology, geology,
history, and landscape, or who just
like a good story about some
fascinating episodes in the

Killifreth Mine and Early
Mining At Chacewater
Allen Buckley, A5, Sb, 52pp

Miners hunted for valuable metallic
ores in the Chacewater area for more
than 500 years. They worked beneath
Killifreth Woods, Chacewater Bal and
Creegbrawse Downs. Killifreth was
the great survivor of these mines,
and carried on producing copper, tin
and arsenic long after most of the
others had closed. This book
examines the history of the site and
its role alongside the likes of Wheal
Busy, Poldice United and
Consolidated Mines. Allen Buckley
started his work on this area more
than 20 years ago when Carrick
District Council asked him to do
some research on Killifreth. It was
only when he finished his book on
Dolcoath (a very large book), that he
was able to finish this one.

There’s a lot of history in it, but there
is a lot about the characters. There’s
a lot of humour and lots of anecdotes
from the people who worked there.

Price: £4.99

Books mentioned here are available
from Mike Moore at Club meetings,
or online at  www.moorebooks.co.uk

Online orders are subject to
additional post+packing
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News, Books and Videos

HISTORIC MINES OF SPAIN VOL.2

full details available at:
www.iarecordings.org

EXPLORING THE MINES OF SIERRA MINERA AND MAZARRÓN

In April 2008, the Club visited the
Sierra Minera region of Murcia in
Spain to see some of the vast range
of ancient and modern mines which
survive so well in the area. At scores
of sites, flat-rope winders stand
beside intact steel or wooden
headframes over extremely deep open
shafts! The footage in this recording
is a compilation of the many sites
visited, along with location maps and
captions - it has no commentary, but
there is incidental dialogue in
Spanish and English.

Las Matildes mining museum near La
Unión, is where the Fundación Sierra
Minera  preserves and exhibits a wide
variety of mines, buildings and
equipment. Later we visited the
picturesque ruins in the Rambla del
Avenque and at Portman we explored
part of the large elaborate processing
mill Lavadero Roberto.

At La Union, we toured the work
being done to convert Agrupa
Vicenta into a show mine, then
followed the "33 Road" mine track
over the mountain through Roman
mining remains and past
manganese kilns to Portman Bay.
At Corta Emilia we were given
permission to examine a unique
donkey gin.

Cabezo Rajado - the "Riven Hill"
has been mined for hundreds of
years and still has plenty to show:
450m deep shafts, ornate steel
headframes, a flat rope winder, a
large mill containing 40 wooden
flotation cells and a ball mill.
The winder at Mina Ocasión, La
Union, has both its flat ropes still
in good condition.

At El Lirio, levels with wooden pit
props lead to an underground
stables. Other sites visited inlcude:
Corta Brunita opencast, La Parreta,
Lavadero San Ignacio, Jose Maestre
tunel and more ...

Mazarrón west of Cartagena is an
ochre-red zone of rich lead and silver,
mined before the Romans. The hill is
cut by open stopes and dotted with
open shafts; many with headframes
of stone, wood or steel. Under a
wooden building, a steam winder still
has its flat ropes connected to a
wooden headframe.

Running time: 1 hour 42 minutes

Price: £14. 40 (HIgh Definition Blu-
ray version £18.00)
Discounted price for Club members:
£ 10 (£14 for Blu-ray) - if you collect
e.g. at Club Meetings.

The Lead, Copper & Barytes
Mines of Shropshire

By Michael Shaw, Logaston press.

While SCMC publications have often
carried articles about the various
mines covered by this book, there
has long been a need to try and pull
everything together into a coherent
publication. In this aim Mike Shaw
has been very successful.

He has spent years researching
records and books, talking to
surviving miners, members of their
families, SCMC members and tracking
down original documents and the
sites of numerous mines - many of
which only lasted a year or two!

The first few chapters cover the early
mining history of Shropshire, the
products and processes, before
delving off into the different mining
areas and covering the mines in more
detail, so it will have general appeal.

There are plenty of interesting
snippets and facts to keep
‘enthusiasts’ engaged. This excellent
publication is a must for anyone
interested in Shropshire’s mining
history.

ISBN: 978-906663-09-4
Softback, 320 pages, over 200 b&w
photographs, drawings and plans.
Price £12.95.

Available from Mike Moore at Club
meetings, or online at

www.moorebooks.co.uk

A World of Welsh Copper now online!

A website based on the resources
created for the Global and Local
Worlds of Welsh Copper knowledge
exchange project is now online at:

www.welshcopper.org.uk

It makes many of the resources
generated for various parts of the

project freely available and is packed
full of information about copper’s
industrialisation in Wales and how it
impacted upon world trade. Many of
the resources are still being added to
but as this site is now run on a
voluntary basis contributions are
welcome.
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Diary Dates
2012

Club Officers

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  www.shropshirecmc.org.uk

1st Jan.: Columns Open Day, Ogof
Ffynnon Ddu.

10th March: BCRA Cave Science
Symposium, University of Leeds.

14th - 18th March: 15th International
Symposium on Vulcanospeleology,
Amman, Jordan.

1st - 8th April: 4th Argentine
Congress of Speleology (and 1st
Latin American Congress of
Speleology), Mendoza, Argentina.

8th April: Columns Open Day, Ogof
Ffynnon Ddu.

17th - 20th April: 9th  International
Mining History Conference,
Johannesburg, South Africa..

6th May: Columns Open Day, Ogof
Ffynnon Ddu.

9th - 10th June: Welsh Mines Soc.
Summer Field Meet,  North Wales.

29th - 1st July: NAMHO 2012
Conference at Quarry Bank Mill,
Style near Wilmslow. There will be
talks on Saturday and Sunday
morning, with field trips to North
Staffordshire, Lancashire and
Alderley Edge area in the afternons.
Visit www.namho.conference.org.uk
to find out more.

Taking advantage of drought conditions  ... 96

Still it’s a good job the cave divers came along!

The water level isn’t quite as low as we

were lead to believe!

Conservation, BCA &
NAMHO Rep: Steve Holding

Membership & Insurance:
Mike Davies

Tackle: Andy Harris

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

Rescue Officer:
Neal Rushton

‘Below’ Editor, Publications:
 Kelvin Lake

e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk

President: David Adams

Chair: Neal Rushton

Vice-Chair: Tony Wilson

Secretary: Andrew Wood
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Marian Boston

Training Officer:
Andrew Wood




